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ABSTRACT:
Negative ion extraction is described by a model which includes electron

diffusion across transverse magnetic fields in the sheath. This model allows a
2-Dimensionnal approximation of the problem. It is used to introduce
electron space charge effects in a 2-D particle trajectory code, designed for
negative ion optics calculations. Another physical effect, the stripping of
negative ions on neutral gas atoms, has also been included in our model; it is
found to play an important role in negative ion optics. The comparison with
three sets of experimental data from v.ry different negative ion
accelerators, show that our model is able of accurate predictions.



1- INTRODUCTION

Negative ion sources and accelerators are being developed in the fusion
community in order the prepare the next generation of neutral beam
injectors for the future thermonuclear fusion experiments, such as the
Japanese JT60-U1, an upgrading of DIII-D at San Diego2, the CIT project at
Princeton3 or the large projects ITER, NET and/or FER4. These beams, with
energies in the 1 MeV range, will be used for plasma heating and for non-
inductive current driving. High quality optics with low emittance are
required in the negative ion accelerators, for, at least, two reasons: i) the
sources will be installed at some distance from the Tokamak, typically 20 m
to 40 m away , in order to be protected from thermonuclear neutrons, while
the beam entrance ports will be less than I m wide; ii) the beam aberrations
should be reduced to the lowest possible level, in order to prevent as much
as possible ion impacts on the accelerating electrodes; otherwise the rare of
breakdowns might increase considerably, causing severe difficulties for the
high voltage power supplies protection, dammaging the accelerator structure
and lowering the injector reliability.

If the physics of positive ion extraction and acceleration has been well
understood and mastered in the 80's, the negative ion extraction physics and
beam optics calculations seem to be not completely clarified.

In fact, negative ion beam formation is much more complicated than
positive beam formation: i) electrons can be accelerated together with the
negative ions; ii) in the case of volume sources, a magnetic field is usally
applied in the extraction region in order to reduce the electron density in the
source plasma whithout affecting severely the negative ions5; iii) a
transverse magnetic field is also -applied in the extractor in order to deflect
the extracted electrons before they reach the main accelerating gap5-6. In
this situation, electrons may affect the behaviour of the negative ion beam
and its optical qualities, through two effects: i) contribution to the sheath
mechanism, resulting in a modification of the shape of the ion emitting
surface; ii) increase of the space charge effects, at least in the extraction gap.

Various opinions have been expressed concerning negat ive ion .
extraction physics. Experimental data from Culham had been explained by
assuming that 'the plasma boundary at the extraction aperture is fixed1 and
is 'quasi-planar'7. A Japan Energy Research Institute team has published that



negative ion optics could be very well reproduced by using 2-D positive ion
computer codes8. On the other hand, J.Whealton and his collaborators from
ORNL, together with M.Bacal and her colleagues from Ecole Polytechnique,
have shown that negative ion extraction physics is significantly different
from that of positive ions9-10 . For this purpose, J.Whealton et al. have
developed a sophisticated computer code for negative ion extraction and
trajectory calculations, which describes the source plasma and the electron
contribution to the plasma sheath build-up by means of Vlassov-Poisson
equations11. 2-D and 3-D calculations performed with this code have been
succesfully compared to various sets of experimental data9-10. J.Whealton et
al. have also presented some 3-D calculations showing plasma sheath
distortions that may occur in some conditions; for this reason, a complete
treatment of negative ion optics may sometimes require a 3-D computer
code.

In order to get further unders tanding on this subject, we have
developed a rather simple model for negative ion extraction, based on
electron diffusion across the magnetic field in the sheath region. Our
approach is therefore completely different from that of J.Whealton et al.11.
In addition, we have found that another physical effect, namely the stripping
of ions on neutral gas atoms, plays an important role in negative ion optics.
Our model has been introduced in a 2-D particule trajectory code, together
with electron space charge effects in the accelerator. It results in an original,
simple, and fast tool for negative ion optics calculation.

In order to validate this 2-D negative ion computer code, we have
compared its predictions to three sets of experimental data, from Ecole
Polytechnique, France, from Culham Laboratory, U.K., and from the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Inst i tute (JAERI) respectively. These comparisons
showed that our code is able of accurate predictions.

One can argue about the interest of developing a 2-Dimensionnal
computer code, while the phenomena involved in negative ion extraction and
acceleration are essentially of 3-DimensionnaI nature and also when a
sophisticated computer code is ava i l ab le in another laboratory". First of all,
our model is based on a different physical approach. Secondly , j 2-D code is
at least an order of magn i tude faster than a 3-D code, und constitutes
therefore a very usefull tool for a fust primary optimisation of a negative ion
accelerator, which may require hundreds of calculation cases. This does not



mean that we deny the interest of 3-D codes containing a complete
description of the pre-sheath plasma; on the contrary, we believe that such
codes are very precious for the f ina l optimisation of negative ion
accelerators, in particular for understanding some fine 3-DimensionnaI
effects, which may occur in some cases, such as asymétrie plasma sheath
distortion resulting from transverse magnetic field application and negative
ion steering by unbalanced transverse magnetic field. In other words, 2-D
and 3-D computer codes should be considered as complementary tools for
negative ion optics.

Our negative ion extraction model and the 2-D computer code are
presented in sections 2 and 3 of the present paper. The comparison to
experimental data is presented in section 4.



2 DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER CODE FOR POSITIVE ION

BEAMS:

Our 2-D code is derived from W.Hermmansfeld's Electron Trajectory
Code 1 2 , also named "SLAC code". It had first been developed for the l~
calculation of positive ion beam optics.

2-1 Original computer code:

The SLAC code has been used for many years in our laboratory, without
fundamental modifications. In particular it was used to calculate the optics of
several positive ion accelerators:

- for the JET 160 keV Deuterium neutral beam injectors13 in 1983
- for the TEXTOR and ASDEX-Upgrade neutral beam injectors14 in 1985
For these calculations, the plasma boundary was adjusted case after

case, in order to obtain an homogeneous ion emission from the plasma
surface with the desired current density. The code was used in an operating
mode where the current "of . beam rays is calculated as a function of the
relative position of the emitting surface (i.e. plasma boundary) with respect
to the accelerating electrodes, following the Langmuir-Blodgett law.

This procedure of plasma boundary determination proved t'o be reliable,
since a good agreement has been found between the experimental perveance
and the code prediction for the three injectors mentioned above1 3-1^.
Nevertheless the computationnal procedure was not quite satisfying, since it
required many calculations with various boundary conditions until an
homogeneous emission could be obtained; furthermore, this operation had to
be repeated for different plasma positions in order to vary the resulting
emission current and explore the perveance curve.

2-2 Space charge n e u t r a l i s a t i o n for self consistent plasma
boundary d e t e r m i n a t i o n :

For that reason and also in order to treat the problem of Energy
Recovery, we have developed the code in 1986. The aim was to treat in a
self-consistent mariner the de te rmina t ion of the plasma boundary in the case
of positive ion beams16.

A rather simple procedure has been used, which consists in neutralising
the space charge p(r.z) in a domain where the potential V(r,z) has been

20
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determined by the code to be larger than the given plasma potential V .
Neutralisation is allowed only in a given region of the two-dimensionnal (r,z)
space, Q; in other words, the plasma is not supposed to expand outside of Q.
This procedure can be symbolised as follows:

Whenever V(r,z) > V and (r,z) e Q, p(r,z) = O.

This procedure of crude space charge neutralisation is introduced at the
end of each iteration, i.e. after the ion trajectory calculation and the resulting^
beam space charge p(r,z) determination, as schematized on Figure 1. In this
case, the current density is imposed to the code and the ion trajectories are
initiated with thermal velocities inside the plasma, at some distance from the
presumed emitting surface. Space charge neutralisation allows the emitting
surface (plasma boundary) to be self-consistently determined, while the
current of the beam rays is imposed, which is exactely the opposite
procedure to that described in section 2-1-1.

The modified code has first been qualified in simple quasi 1-D cases,
which could be analytically calculated. Then it has been used to calculate:

- the optics of the TORE SUPRA neutral beam injectors17

- the Energy Recovery System for the TORE SUPRA neutral beam
injectors16. In particular, the self-consistent sheath mechanism was precious
for the determination of the Suppression Voltage, applied at the neutraliser
exit in order to prevent the electrons from the neutraliser plasma to be
extracted and accelerated toward the collector of the decelerated residual
positive ions.

These calculations have been successful!, since:
- the perveance of the TORE SUPRA neutral beam injectors corresponds

to the code prediction18;
- the Suppression Voltage for the Energy Recovery System has been

precisely predicted by the code, us demonstrated in various experiments19.
Therefore we are fairly confident in the validity of our space charge

neutralisation procedure.
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3 MODEL OF NEGATIVE ION EXTRACTION AND 2-D NEGATIVE
ION COMPUTER CODE

As underlined in section 1, negative ion extraction is much more
complicated than positive ion extraction. In the case of volume sources,
originally proposed by M.Bacal20 , which constitute one of the most
promissing type of negative ion sources today21, the conditions are the
following:

- electrons are extracted together with the negative ions;
- a transverse magnetic field is applied inside the source plasma and

also in the extraction gap in order to i) suppress a large fraction of the
electrons before they reach the extraction region, ii) deflect the extracted
electrons onto the front surface of the extraction grid, as schematized on
Figure 2-a.

Several difficulties arise therefore in the calculation of negative ion
optics. First of all, the application of the transverse magnetic field breaks the
cylindrical symmetry and implies a 3-D problem!- Secondly, the physical
mechanism of the plasma boundary build-up is complicated, since the
electron contribution is rather difficult to describe.

These problems have been treated by J.Whealton et al. who developed a
sophisticated computer code based on a rather complete physical description
by means of Vlassov and Poisson equations . The source plasma behaviour
in presence of .the magnetic field has also been analytically analyzed by

*7 *7 *"i 1^
T.Green" (electron diffusion model) and by F.Haas and A.Holmes"J

(hydrodynamical model).
We have chosen a different approach of the problem, which allows the

plasma boundary build-up to be treated numerically in a 2-D computer code
with a good approximation and with a reduced number of parameters, the
behaviour of electrons being described by diffusion processes. We also take
into account another physical process, namely the negative ion stripping on
the neutral gas, which occurs during the acceleration: we demonstrate that in
most cases it affects seriously the beam optics and must be taken into
account in .negative ion computer codes.



3-1 2-Dimensionnal Model of the electron extraction

3-1-1 Description of the accelerator and of the phenomena involved

Figure 2-a shows a schematic view of a typical negative ion accelerator
with circular holes5 '6 '7 '8 '24 '25. Electrons are extracted and accelerated
together with the ions, but a transverse magnetic field of a few hundred
Gauss deflects the electrons onto the front surface of the extraction electrode.
The extraction electrode is polarized a couple of kV positive with respect to
the plasma electrode. Characteristic dimensions are of the order of 1 cm for
the extraction hole diameter and half of it for the extraction gap. The neutral
gas pressure is usally high in the plasma source, 1 to 2 Pa.

One should note that:

i) the source plasma neut ra l i ty can be assumed with a good
approximation2-3 (region "A" of figure 2-a).

ii) the extracted electrons are mostly present in a region comprised
between the source plasma and the extraction electrode. In most of this
region, the electron current has a dominant componant j parallel to the z

* C«2
(beam) axis. As soon as the electrons have gained a few hundred electron-
Volt of energy, their Larmor radius pcc is of the order of the extraction hole
diameter. At this stage the electrons can be considered as a "beam" (region
"C" of figure 2-a).

iii) in the intermediate "sheath" region, the electrons are trapped by the
magnetic field with a sub-millimetric Larmor radius. They encounter many
collisions with the neutral gas whose density nn is usally over 1014 cm , i.e.

A 1
the collision frequency v = n a v is in the range of a few 10 s . Under

c u e
these conditions, the electrons diffuse across the magnetic field through the
, 5 ~>i "

sneatn '" and gain energy unt i l they are freely accelerated.

We have constructed a simple model which describes this intermediate
region in which electrons trapped in the magnetic field d i f fuse slowly and
contribute by their space charge to the bu i ld -up of the sheath, opposing
strongly to the electric field penetration.
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3-1-2 Basic equations

We describe the collective electron behaviour in the sheath region by
the following equations:

i) space charge neutrality in the plasma:

p = 0 , in the source plasma (region "A" of figure 2-a and 2-b)

Plasma potential V .

ii) The intermediate region of electron diffusion is schematized on
Figure 2-b. We describe electron diffusion by a diffusion coefficient DZ in the
z direction. Two extreme cases are chosen for D :

Z

Classical diffusion:

26
Bohm diffusion

D f(r,z) =
16 vc 16e B(z)

where:

;(r,z) = y 2 e V(w)

The electron f lux in the z direction is therefore described by the
following equation (in the electron diffusion region):

re,2 =

where the electron current density in the z direction, j , is assumed toJc.z
be independent of the radius.
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iii) the electron "beam" exists only in a region comprised between the
sheath and the front surface of the extraction electrode. In this region, the
electron space charge p (r,z) reads:c

pe(r,z) =
ve(r,z)

This rather simple physical description can be used in a 2-D computer
code, since no azimuthal effects are introduced in the equations. We describe
in section 3-2 how these equations have been introduced in our code in
order to describe the electron space charge contribution to the sheath build-
up.

3-1-3 Amplitude of the electron contribution

In our model, the electrons may contribute to modify the negative ion
optics by two means:

i) sheath modification:

The depth of the electron diffusion region is of the order of

s = "e-

The amplitude of the electron diffusion effect on the sheath can be
qualitatively estimated by the dimensionless parameter:

where 0 is the accelerator hole diameter.

For classical diffusion:

= 2 n{j mc Vp v
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For B oh m diffusion:

= n°eV p

As soon as C is of the order 0.1, the electron contribution to the sheath
build-up Js quite substantial. I t . should be remembered that the meaning of
this parameter is qualitative, since the strength of the electric field in the
extraction gap also plays a dominant role in the sheath formation.

H) Electron "beam" space charge effect in the extraction region:

This effect is more "classical" than the previous one and often quoted by
other authors. The electron space charge becomes large, i.e. of the same
order of magnetitude as that of negative ions, as soon as:

Le. whan the electron current is fourty times larger than the negative
ion current.

In some cases, only one of these two phenomena contributes
significantly to the negative ion optics. It may hapen that the sheath effect is
important while the electron "beam" space charge effect is negligible. This
can be sometimes misleading. For example, some authors, having considered
only the electron "beam" space charge, made the approximation that the

o

overall electron contribution to negative ion optics can be neglected , which
is not legitimate in all cases.

3-1-4 ^imits of the 2-D approximation

Concerning the electrons, the limits of the 2-D approximation are clearly
defined above: \ve do not calculate the- electron trajectories, but we restrict
ourselves to the calculation of the collective electron space charge and its
contribution to the sheath mechanism. Since we describe the electron
diffusion \vith azimuthally symétrie equations, any azimuthal distortion of
the sheath that might occur in some cases can obviously not be predicted by
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our model. In fact the electron behaviour is probably rather complex. In the
plasma they drift along the transverse magnetic field lines onto the source
walls. At the extraction surface, they drift tangentially due to ExB drag. Both
effects probably deplete the electron distribution on the beam axis. But fast
plasma response might compensate all or part of this depletion. As suggested
by J.Whealtbn et al.11, a 3-D code is probably necessary for decribing- such
effects which might be important in some circumstances.

Concerning the negative ion trajectory, there are also limitations in the
2-D model. In most of the negative, ion accelerators, the magnetic field
configuration is designed to provide J B dz = O along the ion trajectory.
In principle the negative ion trajectories should thereby not be affected by
the magnetic field and be very well described in a zero-B-field 2-D model. In
practice, this is not perfectly true and the negative ion beam is usally
steered by the unbalanced transverse magnetic field. An exact computation
of this steering effect requires of course a 3-D treatment.

3-2 Computation of the electron contribution to the sheath
build-up and space charge in the 2-D computer code

3-2-1 Electron density computation

The equations written in section 3-1 are introduced in the 2-D panicle
trajectory code to calculate numerically the electron density n (r,z) at each
mesh point (r,z) of a domain Q' where the electrons can be present (regions
1B1 and 1C' on figure 2). With our approximations, the collective electron
motion and d i f fus ion is considered only in the z direction, transverse
diffusion being neglected. Therefore the calculation is performed
independently at each radius r, starting from the source plasma region and
calculating the electron density step by step along z as follows:

i) inside tne plasma and at the boundary (V(r.z) < V ) (region "A" on
figure 2): space charge neu t ra l i ty :

p(r,z) = O

the electron density in this pre-sheaih region being:

nc(r,z) = n °
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ii) in the electron "diffusion" region (region "B" on figure 2):

ne(r,z) = ne(r,z-Az) + Az ane(r'z)

oz
(Az = mesh size)

with:

9ne(r.z) _ Je.z
dz e Dz(r,z)

The diffusion region continues as long as n f i(r,z) is larger than the
electron "beam" density, i.e. as long as:

ne° > ne(r,z) > Jc ? I e \'c(r,z)

Hi) electron "beam" region (region "C" of figure 2):

Je,zne(r,z) =
e ve(r,z)

3-2-2 Space charge modification

After the calculation of the electron density at each mesh point (r,z) of
Q', the space charge is corrected as follows (see also figure 1):

i) inside the plasma, space charge neutralisation, as in section 2:

Whenever V(r,z) < V and (r.zj e Q, p(r,z) = O.

ii) outside the plasma region:

pe(r.z) = e n c u .z )

p(r,z) = pc(r,z) - p (r ,z)
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3-2-3 Parameters of the model

The parameters of the model are:
- the electron density n ° at the source plasma boundary
- the plasma potential V
- the magnetic field B(Z)
- the extracted electron current density j

C « Z

- the collision frequency v or the neutral gas density nQ (for classical

diffusion only)
- the option between classical and Bohm diffusion (any other type of

diffusion coefficient might be used).

The plasma potential V is usually of a few Volts; within a range of 2 to
10 Volts, its value has little influence on the computational results. In
practice, B(Z) and j are experimentally known with a good precision. This isc,z
not always the case for the plasma electron density close to the extraction
sheath n ° , while this 'parameter is directly related to the sheath depth as
shown in section 3-1. Thereby the main uncertainty in the computationnal
calculation might come from nc°. The sensitivity of our model to this
parameter will be examined on an example of calculations presented in
section 4-3 below.

3-3 Negative ion s t r ipping

Negative ion stripping occurs through the following reaction with the
neutral gas atoms:

H' + H9 -> H° + H, + e

Since the neutral atom densi ty n.. in the accelerator is high (around 1014

- 3 " I ) . -
cm" ) and the stripping cross sections tire quite large, typically a . = 1 0
cm" around 10 keV27, the stripping losses are of the order of 20% to 50%
5,6,7,8,24,25- ™, , . _, • . " r L. L - i L -. I he resulting reduction of beam space charge is so large that its
influence on the ion trajectories is, in most cases, important; this is
particularly true in the large gap between the extraction and acceleration
electrodes, where space charge expansion of the beam can be significant. For
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these reasons negative ion stripping has to be introduced in any negative ion
computer code. We show in section 3 how large it's influence on the ion
optics can be.

Negative ion stripping has been introduced in our code in a very simple
manner:

i) a stripping coefficient s(z) is giver, as data to the code. It corresponds
to the fraction of ions left after a path z:

s(z) = exp(- crstrjp OQ(Z) cb )
Jo

ii) the negative ion space charge is corrected after the trajectory
calculation step (see figure 1):

p_(r,z) = p (r,z) s(z)
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4- COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to val idate our 2-D model and computer code, we have
compared its predictions to three sets of experimental data.

The first experimental data are from the team of M.Bacal at Ecole
Polytechnique5 '24. They have been used by J.Whealton et al. to qualify their
3-D negative ion computer code, which includes a full description of the
source plasma by Vlassov equations ' .

The second experiment was made at Culham Laboratory on the Ion
Source Test Stand (ISTS) at the end of 1989. Some of the experimental data

n f

have been published ; they have also been presented by R.Mc Adams at a
Joint Development Committee meeting organized by the european Neutral
Beam Injection community28. Additionnai details on these experiments have

90
been kindly provided by A.Holmes and R.McAdams" .

The third set of data are from JAERI. They have been obtained in august
1990 and are not yet published. They have been kindly communicated by
Y.Ohara30.

4-1 Data from Ecole Polytechnique

Three examples of trajectory calculations performed with our code for a
single hole O = 8 mm accelerator from the Ecole Polytechnique are shown on
figures 3-a to 3-c. On Figure 3-a the calculation was performed without any
electrons. On figure 3-b the electrons were introduced in the calculation,
with a classical diffusion coefficient. On figure 3-c the same calculation was
performed, but with a Bohm diffusion coefficient. The parameters used for
the computational ca lcula t ion are those quoted by M.Bacal and her
collaborators3124 (see figure caption).

It is clear that electrons oppose very strongly to the electric field
penetration. The sheath depth parameter L = 0.04 in the case of classical
diffusion and C1. = 0.2 in the case of Bohm diffus ion. The electron "beam"
space charge parameter KSC = 0.25. This means that the electron "beam" space
charge effect is not strong, thougl i not negl igible , whi le the sheath effect is
quite substantial.

On figure 4 the accelerated H" current is plotted as a function of the
accelerating voltage. Bohm d i f f u s i o n reproduces very well the. experimental
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data, while classical dif fusion, or. even worse, calculations without electrons,
fail completely. At low voltage, electric field penetration is weak and the
plasma boundary is convex; therefore the beam diverges and a large fraction
of the ions are intercepted by the accelerating electrode, as on figure 3-c
(this phenomenon is named "vignet t ing" by J.Whealton T) . This is why the
accelerated current is low at low voltage; it increases rapidly with Vacce l

between 100 and 750 V when the plasma bounadry flatens. Above Vaccei =
750 V, beam optics improves and the accelerated current is almost constant;
its slow rise at higher voltage corresponds to the increase of the concave
plasma boundary area, which results from the stronger field penetration
when V . is increased,acccl

4-2 Data from Culham Laboratory

Figures 5 shows an example of trajectory calculation performed with our
code in the case of a single hole ( O = 16 mm) experiment on ISTS at Culham
Laboratory ~ 5 > 2 8 > . The parameters used for the computation are given in the
figure caption.

The sheath depth parameter C = 0.3 for Bohm diffusion. The electron
"beam" space charge parameter K. = 0.15. But the electric field in the
extraction gap is about 10 times stronger than in the accelerator from Ecole
Polytechnique; therefore both the electron "beam" space charge and the
sheath effects are only mildly active. This is confirmed by the results plotted
on Figure 6, which shows the accelerated H" current plotted as a function of
the accelerating voltage: the differences between the various cases calculated
is not very large. Anyway, the experimental data are better reproduced by
our complete model, when electrons are introduced with a Bohm diffusion
coefficient, together with H" stripping.

Apparently the calculation made with a "classical" computation (no
electrons; no stripping) also reproduces the experimental data. This comes
from the fact that, by chance, the stripping effect and the electron
contribution exactly compensate in the case of ISTS as shown by figure 6.
This is quite misleading and the comparison of a "classical" computer code to
those only data could lead to false conclusions concerning the behaviour of
negative ion optics! Anyway , when the beam divergence is plotted as a
function of Vaccc ] . as on f igure 7. the data are reproduced with a much
better accuracy by our model than b> a "classical" computer code.
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Ir is also quite important to note that figure 6 also demonstrates how
negative ion optics is sensitive to the effect of stripping.

4-3 Data from Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Figure 8 shows an example of calculation performed r>.v .~re channel of
an accelerator developed at the Japan Atomic Enerf.y Pesci.'r'rh Institute
(JAERI). This accelerator comprises 38 circular holes with 11.3 mm diameter.
Some preliminary results have been kindly communicated by Y.Ohara . The
data used here have been obtained at I = 100 A, with Cesium injection inu rc
the plasma source (in such conditions, the electron current is reduced,
typically to the same order of magnitude as the negative ion current" ). We
have compared calculations performed with our code to JAERI experimental
data.

On figures 9 and 10, we have plotted the fraction of negative ion
transmitted current (i.e. the fraction of the extracted ion current that passes
through the accelerator without interception) as a function of ne° at a fixed
value of j and as a function of j at a fixed value of n respectively.

CiZ * C ,2 " C

The experimental value of the transmitted current is around 45% in the
conditions of our calculat ion, with n ° around 3 10 cm ( p r o b e

c ^
m e a s u r e m e n t ) and j of the order of 7 mA/cm" or more (extraction

C*£

current measurement). The agreement between the experimental value (45
%) and our calculation (50 %) is rather good, given the uncertainty on the
electron density measurement.

The main purpose of figures 9 and 10 is to show the sensitivity of our
model to the parameters j . and n ° . The results of the calculations plotted

C, 7. C _

on these figures are constant on a rather large range of j and n values;
therefore our calculations should not be too sensitive, to small uncertainties
in the parameter values. Anyway, the sensi t ivi ty is not so small that
predictions could be made without a close interference with the experiments.
Incidently, it should be noted that, varying one of the parameters to extreme
values, the other one being f ixed, as shown on these figures, is obviously
unphysical, since electron densi ty and current are linked together. The drop
of transmitted current at low j ( f igu re 10) is an example of extreme
behaviour: it can be understood since, if the electron "beam" contribution to
the space charge is no Ionizer act ive at low j , the electron densitv sradientJc./
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must be very low in order to account for the difficulty of electron extraction;
as a result the sheath depth is large, as shown by the equations of section 3.

Finally we have performed calculations of the beamlet divergence as a
function of the acceleration voltaae V , the ratio of V to the extraction

*~ QCC UCC

voltage V . being fixed. Results are plotted on Figure 11. A maximum in the
CXl

divergence is found which is explained as follows. First, it should be noted
that we have plotted on figure 11 the divergence of the transmitted beam,
which should correspond exactly to what is measured in real experimental
conditions. Therefore, when a fraction of the beam is intercepted
(interception occurs at low voltage, similarly to the cases of figures 3-c and
5, i.e. on the left of "A" on figure 11), only the central part of the beam, with
good optical characteristics, is transmitted; it results in an apparent
improvement of beam optics. But this does not correspond to a real optimum
of beam characteristics, since most of the beam is intercepted in this case! In
fact the optimal beam optics occurs in region "B" of figure 11. This is the true
optimum, since at "B" the whole extracted beam is transmitted. The values of
Vacc at "A" and "B" as calculated with our code and shown on figure I I ,
correspond to the observations made at JAERI, within a 5 % accuracy; a very
similar shape in the divergence measurements is observed. This shows again
the ability of our code to reproduce experimental results.
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The comparisons wi th three sets of experimental data from very
different negative ion accelerators, show that our 2-D model, which includes
a description of electrons by dif fus ion processes through the sheath, electron
"beam" space charge effects, as well as negative ion stripping, is able of very
accurate predictions. Al though our physical approach of the negative ion
extraction problem is significantly different from that of J.Whealton et al.11 ,
we can confirm their results, by saying that negative ion optics cannot be
treated by a classical "positive ion code", since the electron contribute greatly
to the sheath build-up.

The comparison to experimental data has also shown that, in an
approach based on electron di f fus ion , a strong diffusion coefficient should be
used, like the one proposed by Bohm fourty years ago26.

In addition we have demonstrated that negative ion stripping plays an
important role in the optical characteristics of the beam.

The sensitivity of our model to the main physical parameters, namely
the extracted electron current and the electron density in the pre-sheath
plasma, in not extremely large. Anyway, their influence is strong enough
(and it must be so in any other type of model or computer code), that we
believe accelerator design optimisation requires a tight interaction between
experimental and compntationnal work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

FIGURE 1: Scheme of a typical negative ion extractor and accelerator;
electron density d i s t r i bu t ion .

FIGURE 2: Paths of calculations in the computer code. ;

FIGURE 3: Example of trajectory calculations in the accelerator of the
"Ecolde Polytechnique". The accelerated H" current density was 1.28
m A/cm" ( I A t b r .= 30 A) and the acceleration voltage 250 V. Calculations were

AK(_
performed with three different hypotheses: a) no electron contributions; b)
electron contributions classical d i f fu s ion ; c) electron contribution, Bohm
diffusion. In t>e last two cases, the parameters were: n = 1.5 10 cm ,
V = 4 V, B = 10 Gauss (plasma electrode) to 300 Gauss (extraction

p " 7 / ^ 1
electrode), j = 1 2 mA/cm~, v = 2 10 s" , stripping losses 30%.

C*Z C

Figure 4: Fit from the "Ecolde Polytechnique" experimental data: the
overall H" accelerated current is plotted as a function of the acceleration
voltage. Data are compared to three calculations: a) no electron contributions;
b) electron contributions c lass ical . Di f fus ion ; c) electron contribution, Bohm

^diffusion. The H" current density was 1.28 mA/cm~ ( I . or. = 30 A). In the last
n 1 r- T

two calculations, the parameters were: n = 1.5 10 cm , V = 4 V, B =r c p
10 Gauss (plasma electrode) to 300 Gauss (extraction electrode), jez = 12
mA/cm7, VG = 2 10 s"1, stripping losses 30%.

FIGURE 5: Example of trajectory calculations in the ISTS accelerator of
Culham Laboratory. The H" current density was 19 mA/cm~ at the

. extraction surface and the acceleration voltage 7.5 kV. Electron contributions
(Bohm diffusion) and H" stripping are taken into account in the calculation.
The parameters are: n ° = 101 ' cm0, V = 4 V, B = 50 to 200 Gauss, j =
40 mA/cm~, stripping loss 40%.

FIGURE 6: fit of ISTS exper imental data: the overall H" accelerated
current is plotted as a f u n c t i o n of the accelerat ion voltage. Data are
compared to three ca lcu la t ions : a) no electron contributions and no stripping;
b) no electron contr ibut ions and M" s t r i pp ing taken in to account: c) electron
contributions (Bohm d i f f u s i o n ) and H" str ipping. The H" current density was
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19 mA/cm~ at the extraction surface. In the last case, the parameters were:
n °= 1011 cm"3, V = 4 V, B = 50 to 200 Gauss, j c z = 40 mA/cm~, stripping
losses 40%.

FIGURE 7: fit of ISTS experimental data: the beam divergence is plotted^
as a function of the acceleration voltage. Data are compared to two
calculations: a) no electron contributions and no stripping; b) electron
contributions (Bohm diffusion) and H" stripping. The H" current density was
19 mA/cm" at the extraction surface. The calculation parameters were: ng

= 1011 cm"3, V = 4 V, B = 50 to 200 Gauss, jez = 40 mA/cm2, stripping
losses 40%.

FIGURE 8: Example of trajectory calculations in a JAERI accelerator. The
H" current density was about 7 mA/cm~ at the extraction surface.
Calculation is performed with the following parameters: n

e° = 310 cm" ,
V = 4 V, B «. 300 to 400 Gauss, jc/ = 7 mA/cm2, stripping losses 30%.

FIGURE 9: calculations performed in the case of the JAERI accelerator.
The fraction of transmitted current (extracted current fraction that passes
through the accelerator without interception) is plotted as a function of n

*? ^
The other parameters are fixed: H" current density = 7 mA/cm" at the
extraction surface, V = 4 V, B = 300 to 400 Gauss, J e z = 7 mA/cm2,
stripping losses 30%. V = 20 kV, V /V = 13.rr ace ace cxi

FIGURE 10: same conditions as figure 9, but the transmitted current
fraction is plotted as a function of j . (with n °= 31O11 cm"3).

FIGURE 11: calculations performed in the case of the JAERI accelerator.
The beamlet divergence is plotted as a function of the accelerating voltage.
The other parameters are: H" current density = 7 mA/cm" at the extraction
surface, V = 4 V. B = 300 to 400 Gauss, j = 7 mA/cm2, stripping losses

n P 1 1 "» C / °

30%, nc°= 31O1 1 cm0. -



1st Iteration:

Solve Laplace equation, AV = O
Result VCr 1 Z)

2nd to last Iteration:

[Calculate trajectories in V(r ,z j

Determine space charge p(r.z)

Solve Poisson equation AV = p
Result: V(r,z)

Space charge neutralisation
If V(r,z) < Vp and (r,z) e Q:

p(r.z) = O

Negative ion'stripping s(z) <
Modify space charge-
p(r,z) = p-(r,z) s(z)

ORIGINRL
CODE

1st RDDITION
(positive ions)

Electron Space charge calculation pc(r,z)
("diffusion" and "beam" regions)
Modify space charge:
p-(r.z) = pc(r.z) * p-(r,z)

2nd RDDITION

(negative ions)

FIGURE 1:

Paths of calculations in the 2-D
computer code



FIGURE 2-a
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FIGURE 2:

Schematic view of a negative ion accelerator
and electron density distribution
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A "classical" code calculation
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A calculation with our code
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